Abstract-Consider the following fundamental question of distributed storage networks: Given any arbitrary (n, k, d) values, whether there exists an intelligent helper selection scheme (assuming unlimited memory and computing power) that can strictly improve the storage-bandwidth (S-B) tradeoff. Ahmad et al. 18' answered this question by proving that for a subset of (n, k, d) values, no helper selection scheme can ever improve the S-B tradeoff, and for the (n, k, d) not in that subset, a new scheme called family helper selection (FHS) can strictly improve the S-B tradeoff over a blind helper selection scheme. Nonetheless, the analysis of FHS is done by a min-cut analysis with no actual code construction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consider the distributed storage network (DSN) formulated in [5] . In [3] , Ahmad et al. identified a set of (n, k, d) parameters, denoted by S, for which an optimally designed helper selection scheme can achieve strictly better storagebandwidth (S-B) tradeoff than the blind helper selection (BHS) scheme originally proposed in [5] . The results in [3] also proved the corresponding converse: That is, for any (n, k, d) / ∈ S, no helper selection scheme can do better than BHS, i.e., BHS is already optimal. The results in [3] thus answer a fundamental question: Under what (n, k, d) values can an intelligent helper selection scheme improve the performance of a DSN?
This work is motivated by an important code design problem that was omitted in the achievability results of [3] . Specifically, [3] devised a helper selection scheme termed the family helper selection (FHS) scheme, characterized its S-B tradeoff for those (n, k, d) ∈ S, and showed that the corresponding S-B curve is strictly better than that of BHS. Specifically, the S-B tradeoff curve of FHS was derived using a graph-based analysis that quantifies the minimum possible min-cut value of FHS without any actual code construction. In a way similar to [5] , the approach in [3] assumed that there exist network codes that can achieve the min-cut-based S-B tradeoff without any discussion whether/how such a code can be constructed. Unfortunately, such a widely used assumption (see [5] ) represents a missing link in a truly rigorous DSN analysis. For example, whether there exists an S-B-curve achieving code depends heavily on the underlying finite field GF(q) and on the sub-packetization levels of the construction. None of these important code attributes is carefully analyzed in the min-cut analysis of [3] , [5] . Whether there exists a large but fixed GF(q) that attains the S-B tradeoff curve is a non-trivial problem in the DSN literature since the results in [1] , [8] only guarantee the existence of GF(q) broadcast network codes for any network/graph of bounded size, but the size of the information flow graph (IFG) of a distributed storage code (see [5] or [3] for the description of these graphs) is unbounded. Therefore, the conclusion in [1] and [8] does not imply the code existence.
The original min-cut analysis of regenerating codes (RCs) in [5] is complemented by a follow-up work [17] , which proved that there exists a fixed alphabet GF(q) and a corresponding network code that achieves the graph-based S-B tradeoff characterized in [5] . Specifically, it outlined a detailed code construction that achieves all the points on the S-B tradeoff curve of RCs [5] and the codes provided in [17] fall under the category of functional-repair codes. Subsequent development in this direction (constructing codes that attain the graph-based S-B tradeoff) has been focused on exact-repair codes [4] , [6] , [12] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [19] , for which during repair, the newcomer has to restore the data that was originally stored on the failed node. E.g., an exact-repair code construction, called product-matrix construction, that achieves the minimum-bandwidth-regenerating (MBR) point of RCs was proposed in [12] . Another type of exact-repair codes called fractional repetition (FR) codes was proposed in [6] , which, additionally, admits an important practical property called repair-by-transfer.
Each of the product-matrix codes and the FR codes has its own distinct advantage. For example, the product-matrix codes [12] can naturally handle multiple failures since it guarantees that the newcomer can repair from any set of d surviving nodes. In contrast, the FR codes rely on the concept of repetition and thus were originally designed for the singlefailure scenario. There are new generalizations of FR codes for multiple failures [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , but they are at the cost of decreasing the performance (not necessarily achieving the MBR point of BHS anymore) and further restricting the applicable (n, k, d) values. On the other hand, the repairby-transfer property of FR codes allows each helper to send a subset of the packets they store (without mixing them) to the newcomer, which significantly reduces the encoding complexity and, perhaps more importantly, the disk/memory I/O.
Along a similar line of the functional-repair code construction in [17] and the subsequent exact-repair code constructions in [6] , [12] , this work focuses on explicit code design that can attain the purely graph-based S-B tradeoff curve of the FHS scheme [3] . The results of this work thus complement the min-cut analysis of [3] in the same way as [17] complements [5] . Also see Fig. 1 for the illustration. The contribution of our new code construction, called flexible fractional repetition (FFR), is 3-fold: (i) it closes the loop of the min-cut-based analysis in [3] by explicitly designing a code that achieves the MBR point of FHS, see Fig. 1 . As a result, the fundamental question when can intelligent helper selection improve the S-B tradeoff is now answered with rigorous code construction, rather than the previous graph-based analysis. (ii) The proposed FFR construction can be viewed as a generalization of the existing FR codes. However, unlike FR codes which require that n · d be even, our FFR codes are applicable to arbitrary (n, k, d) values while retaining most of the practical benefits of FR codes, i.e., FFR codes are exact-repair codes and the majority of the nodes of a FFR code can be repaired-by-transfer.
(iii) The concept of the original FR codes is based on the "repair-by-transfer (RBT) graph." An edge-counting argument for regular RBT graph is then developed in [6] and its subsequent works [7] , [10] , [16] . Our work develops an edge counting argument for irregular RBT graphs and also establishes the connection between the code-construction-based RBT graphs and the min-cut-based information flow graphs in [3] . By matching the former (an achievability result) and the latter (a converse result), we prove the optimality of FFR under some (n, k, d, α, β), see Propositions 4 and 5. Such a new analysis approach will further enrich the literature of FR codes and broaden their applications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews existing work on FR codes. Section III gives the notation used in this paper and states the existing results on FHS [3] . Section IV motivates FFR codes by providing two examples that demonstrate their construction. Section V presents the construction of FFR codes. Section VI sketches the analysis of FFR codes. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK ON FRACTIONAL REPETITION CODES
The first construction of a special-case FR code appeared in [13] , [14] (although not termed FR initially). The code construction in there was based on encoding the file first using an MDS code and then assigning the encoded packets to the edges of a complete graph. This code construction achieves the MBR point of RCs with d = n − 1. Shortly after, the concept of assigning MDS-coded packets to edges of graphs was generalized to hypergraphs and the term "FR codes" was coined in [6] , in which the MDS code was referred to as the outer code and the repetition code as the inner code.
In FR codes, the number of times packets are replicated in the DSN is termed the repetition degree. FR codes with repetition degree 2 were proposed in [6] based on regular graphs and are shown to achieve the MBR point of RCs with BHS if and only if n · d is even. Utilizing Steiner systems, [6] was able to construct FR codes for when the repetition degree is larger than 2. A subsequent work [11] proposed DRESS codes that are randomly constructed codes utilizing the idea of FR codes. Reference [7] presented graph-based constructions of Steiner systems that translate into FR codes for repetition degrees that are much smaller than the storage allowed per node. FR code constructions using resolvable designs were given in [10] that are able to cover a set of parameters not covered by Steiner systems. Moreover, [20] gave FR constructions for storage networks with heterogeneous numbers of helpers.
All FR codes in the above works are based on the following two steps.
Step 1: Construct MDS coded packets and duplicate each packet r ≥ 2 times; and Step 2: the duplicated copies are carefully distributed and stored in network nodes. Those nodes that store the same packet will be helpers of each other when one of the them fails. Although the 2-step process is very powerful, only for a restricted collection of (n, k, d) values can we successfully complete Steps 1 and 2, which thus limits the application of FR codes.
In contrast, the main focus of the proposed FFR codes is not about designing Step 2. Instead, the helper selection of FFR codes is designed by the graph-based min-cut analysis in [3] . Specifically, [3] shows that in terms of the min-cut values, a new helper selection policy, called family helper selection (FHS), outperforms BHS whenever possible, 1 and is guaranteed to be optimal for some (n, k, d) values. FFR codes directly use the FHS scheme in its Step 2 without any modification. However, it turns out that, with FHS in Step 2, it becomes impossible to reuse the original Step 1. Instead, the focus of the FFR codes is to modify Step 1 so that the combination of the modified Step 1 and the use of FHS in
Step 2 results in a code that realizes the superior performance promised by the min-cut analysis in [3] . By jointly revising Steps 1 and 2, the proposed FFR code can be applied to any (n, k, d) values while retaining most of the practical appeals of the original FR codes, e.g., exact-repair and repair-bytransfer. This was previously not possible when the design efforts were focused on Step 2 only.
III. FLASHBACK OF [3] AND NOTATION
We denote the total number of nodes in a network by n. The number of helper nodes, the nodes participating in the repair of a failed node, is denoted by d. This means that during repair, the node that is replacing the failed node, called the newcomer, can contact d nodes for repair. For the reliability requirement, we require that any set of k nodes of the total n nodes must 2 be able to reconstruct the original data.
The performance of a DSN is measured by the amount of storage-per-node, α, the amount of communications or bandwidth-per-helper, β, and the size of the original file, M. See [3] , [5] for detailed definitions of (n, k, d, α, β, M).
An intelligent helper selection scheme chooses the d helpers carefully based on the past failure patterns. In contrast, a blind helper selection (BHS) scheme chooses the d helpers blindly. We then have Definition 1: An arbitrarily given (n, k, d) value is indifferent-to-helper-selection (ITHS) if there exists no intelligent helper selection scheme (even with unlimited computing power) that can strictly outperform BHS in terms of the achievable (α, β, M).
The reason is that when d = n − 1, there is only one way of choosing the d = n − 1 helpers, i.e., all the remaining n − 1 nodes must help the newcomer. Therefore, there is no room for improvement for any intelligent helper selection scheme and the (n, k, d) is clearly ITHS by definition. Surprisingly, there are many other (n, k, d) values with d < n − 1 that are also ITHS. That is, even if we have the new degree of freedom of carefully choosing d out of n − 1 remaining nodes, for some (n, k, d) no additional performance can be gained by intelligent helper selection.
Knowing whether (n, k, d) is ITHS or not is very beneficial. For example, if a given (n, k, d) is not ITHS, then there must exist an intelligent helper selection scheme that can strictly outperform BHS and the network designer should focus on how to harvest the promised performance gain. [3] finds the following necessary and sufficient condition for all ITHS (n, k, d) values. 
A. The Family Helper Selection Scheme
At any time t, the helper choices of the FHS scheme are described by {D i : i = 1, · · · , n}, where D i is the helper set when the i-th node fails and contains exactly d nodes. The sets {D i } are defined as follows. Label the storage nodes by 1 to n. Then, the first (n − d) nodes are grouped as the first complete family and the second (n − d) nodes are grouped as the second complete family and so on. In total, there are c n n−d complete families. The remaining n mod (n − d) nodes, if there are any, are grouped as an incomplete family. For any node i in a complete family, the helper set D i contains all the nodes not in the same family of node i. For any node i in the incomplete family, we choose D i = {1, · · · , d}, the first d nodes. An example of FHS will be provided in Section IV-B.
IV. TWO EXAMPLES THAT DEMONSTRATE THE CONSTRUCTION OF FFR CODES
We now present two examples demonstrating the difference between FR and our new proposed FFR codes.
A. Example 1: Not All FR Codes Are Equal
Consider the parameters (n, k, d, α, β) = (6, 3, 3, 3, 1). As described in [6] , the FR code is based on finding a regular graph of n = 6 nodes and node degree d = 3. This is possible since n · d is even. One (possible) regular graph for this (n, k, d, α, β) is shown in Fig. 2 .
Using the regular graph in Fig. 2 , we can construct an FR code that can protect M = 6 packets. The construction is as follows. First use a (9, 6)-MDS code to convert the M = 6 original packets into 9 MDS-coded packets. Then, each MDS coded packet is assigned to one of the 9 edges in Fig. 2 . Each node will then store the d = 3 packets corresponding to its 3 adjacent edges. To see that any k = 3 nodes can reconstruct the original file, we observe 3 that any nodes have ≥ 6 distinct edges incident to them. E.g., nodes {1, 2, 6} have exactly 6 adjacent edges. Then, by the MDS property, these ≥ 6 MDScoded packets can be used to reconstruct the original file.
Note that [5] proves that if BHS is used, then a DSN with (n, k, d, α, β) = (6, 3, 3, 1, 1) can protect at most M = 6. However, by plugging in the (n, k, d) = (6, 3, 3) into Proposition 1, we have k = 3 > n n−d = 6 3 = 2, which implies that there exists an intelligent helper selection scheme that strictly outperforms the best performance of BHS [5] , which is M = 6. This thus prompts the question whether we can design an FR code of (n, k, d, α, β) = (6, 3, 3, 1, 1) that can protect a larger file, say M = 7.
We observe that the regular graph for this example is actually not unique. Instead, we can consider another regular graph in Fig. 3 which also has n = 6 nodes and node degree d = 3. We observe that in this new regular graph, any k = 3 nodes have ≥ 7 distinct adjacent edges. 4 As a result, if we use a (9, 7)-MDS code in the beginning and use the regular graph in Fig. 3 , then the resulting FR code can protect a file of size M = 7.
This example demonstrates that the performance of an FR code depends on how one chooses the underlying regular graph. Perhaps more importantly, it hints that the helper selection benefits promised by the min-cut analysis in Proposition 1 can be realized by a clever construction of FR codes, at least for the case of (n, k, d, α, β) = (6, 3, 3, 1, 1) . Our proposed FFR codes build on top of these two observations. That is, we generalize FR codes for irregular graphs and show that it is true that any helper selection benefits promised by 3 This can be verified by a simple computer program that examines all 6 3 node combinations and counts the adjacent edges. 4 Again a simple computer program can verify this fact. Fig. 3. An alternative regular graph for (n, k, d, α, β) = (6, 3, 3, 3, 1) .
the min-cut analysis in Proposition 1 can indeed by realized by our FFR codes.
B. Example 2: Sometimes No FR Code Is Good Enough
We use the parameters (n, k, d, α, β) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 1) to demonstrate the limitation of FR codes and how our FFR codes work. For (n, k, d, α, β) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 1), [5] proves that BHS can protect a file of size M = 6. Again by plugging in Proposition 1, we have k = 3 > n n−d = 7 4 = 2, which implies that there exists an intelligent helper selection scheme that can protect M > 6 packets, say protect M = 7 packets. The remaining question is how to design such a scheme.
Following the success in Example 1, one may like to directly apply the FR code in this scenario. However, for this (n, k, d) = (7, 3, 3) it is provably impossible to find any regular graph with n = 7 nodes and degree d = 3. Therefore, no FR code exists for (n, k, d) = (7, 3, 3) . In the following, we show how our FFR code works for (n, k, d) = (7, 3, 3) . More specifically, any of nodes 1 to 4 will request help from nodes 5 to 7. Any of nodes 5 to 7 will request help from nodes 1 to 3. Note the asymmetry of the helper relationship, i.e., node 4 requests help from nodes 5 to 7 but is not a helper for any of nodes 5 to 7. See Fig. 4 for illustration, in which we use the dashed line to represent the asymmetric helper relationship of node 4.
Our FFR code is based on GF(32) and can protect a file of 7 packets while satisfying (n, k, d, α, β) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 1) . The 7 packets of the file are denoted by W 1 , W 2 , . . . , W 7 . We first encode the 7 packets into 9 packets X 1 to X 9 where X i = W i for i = 1 to 7 and X 8 and X 9 are Fig. 4 . The graph representation of the code for (n, k, d, α, β) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 1) .
Finally, we create 3 additional packets X 10 , X 11 , and X 12 by
Once the X 1 to X 12 packets are encoded from W 1 to W 7 , we assign the packets X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X 9 to the solid edges as shown in Fig. 4 and assign the packets X 10 , X 11 , and X 12 to the dashed edges incident to incomplete family nodes 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Each physical node in {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7} (excluding node 4) stores the packets corresponding to the solid edges adjacent to it. Node 4 stores the packets corresponding to the dashed edges incident to itself. 5 One can clearly see that, in this code construction, each node stores exactly α = 3 packets.
Repair: If any of the nodes in {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7} (excluding node 4) fails, then the newcomer downloads the lost packets of the solid edges from its adjacent nodes. If node 4 fails, then nodes 5, 6, and 7 generate and send to the newcomer the linear combinations X 1 +X 4 +X 7 , X 2 +X 5 +X 8 , and X 3 + X 6 + X 9 , respectively. This is always possible since node 5 stores {X 1 , X 4 , X 7 }, node 6 stores {X 2 , X 5 , X 8 }, and node 7 stores {X 3 , X 6 , X 9 }. Notice that these generated packets correspond to the packets X 10 , X 11 , and X 12 of the dashed edges, see (1) and (2), and node 4 is thus exactly-repaired. Our FFR construction is almost repairable-by-transfer, since all nodes but node 4 can be repaired by transfer.
Reconstruction: One can verify, by a computer-based exhaustive search, that the given code assignment can reconstruct the M = 7 packets of the original file from any k = 3 nodes of the total n = 7 nodes. That is, we use a computer 5 The FFR code construction for general (n, k, d) values will be detailed in Section V-B.
to verify that the coding matrix of the packets in any k = 3 nodes is always of full rank 7. Note that in FFR, one cannot simply count the edges as in [6] . Instead one has to check for the matrix invertability since the underlying graph, see Fig. 4 , is non-regular and of asymmetric helper relationship (solid versus dashed edges). One of the contributions of this work is to analytically characterize the protected file size M of our FFR codes for arbitrary (n, k, d) values.
V. THE FLEXIBLE FRACTIONAL REPETITION CODES
The motivation of the FFR design is to achieve the MBR point of FHS found by the min-cut analysis in [3] . See Fig. 1 . In this section, we will first describe the MBR point of FHS and then describe the FFR construction that attains it.
A. The MBR Point of the FHS Scheme
Define n fam = n n−d and define a sequence of n numbers w 1 to w n by
where δ n nfam −1. Namely, w i contains a strictly increasing integer sequence 0, 1, 2, · · · with each entry repeated for n fam times. The value δ is the last entry that can be repeated for n fam times. The values of the remaining (n mod n fam ) entries are assigned to δ + 1. With the above construction of w i , we define y i (i − 1) − w i for all i = 1 to n.
Proposition 2: [3, Proposition 6] For any given (n, k, d, α, β) values satisfying α = dβ, thus the MBR point, the largest file size M that can be protected by FHS is
For example, if (n, k, d, α, β) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 1), then we have n fam = 7/(7 − 3) = 2, (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) = (0, 0, 1), and (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) = (0, 1, 1). The protected file size M becomes
Also note that Proposition 2 characterizes the performance of FHS by a pure min-cut-based analysis. In Proposition 3 of Section VI-B, we prove that the MBR point described in Proposition 2 can be achieved by our FFR code construction for any (n, k, d).
B. The Construction of FFR Codes
Before describing the construction of FFR codes, we list some notational definitions. Consider the FHS scheme described in Section III-A, we denote the set of nodes of the i-th complete family by N i . Recall that there are c n n−d complete families. For the last complete family, i.e., i = c, we split its nodes into two disjoint node sets, N −c is the set of nodes in family c that is not in the helper set of the incomplete family nodes and N c is the set of the remaining nodes of this complete family. We denote the set of nodes in the incomplete family by N 0 . The set of all nodes in the network is denoted by N . For example, if (n, d) = (7, 3) as in the example of Section IV-B, we have c = 1 complete family, N 1 = {1, 2, 3}, N −1 = {4}, and N 0 = {5, 6, 7}.
In short, we denote the incomplete family as family 0, and split the last complete family, family c, into two family indices c and −c, where the latter represents those nodes that are not helpers of any node. See Fig. 4 . Then, N x contains the nodes that have family index x. For any node i ∈ N x , we define the inverse map x = F I(i), which stands for the family index of i. In the above example, F I(i) = 1 for i = 1 to 3, F I(4) = −1, and F I(i) = 0 for i = 5 to 7.
We assume without loss of generality that β = 1 and α = d with the unit being "packets". The goal of FFR codes is to protect a file of size described in (7) against any (n − k) simultaneous failures. Since β = 1, we can rewrite (7) by
In all the subsequent discussions, we assume M is a fixed integer computed by (8) .
The core idea of FFR codes stems from the concatenation of an inner code that is based on a graph representation of the DSN and a carefully designed outer code that satisfies special properties. We first introduce the graph-based inner code of the FFR code.
The inner code: The inner code is based on the following graph representation of the DSN. Each physical node in the network is represented by a vertex in the graph, which is denoted by G = (V, E) where V denotes the set of vertices of G and E denotes its set of edges. As will be described, the graph consists of two disjoint groups of edges. Graph G has the following properties: 1) V = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Each vertex i in V corresponds to physical node i in N . For convenience, throughout our discussion, we simply say vertex i ∈ N x if the physical node that vertex i corresponds to is in N x . 2) Any two vertices i ∈ N x and j ∈ N y are connected by an edge in E if |x| = |y| and (x, y) / ∈ {(0, −c), (−c, 0)}. The collection of all those edges is denoted byĒ. 3) Any two vertices i ∈ N 0 and j ∈ N −c are connected by an edge in E. The collection of all those edges is denoted byẼ. 4) From the above construction, we have E =Ē ∪Ẽ. We further assume that all the edges are undirected. Fig. 4 of Example 2 in Section IV is an example of the above graph representation of the inner code. Notice that the edges inĒ are represented by solid lines, while the edges iñ E are represented by dashed lines.
Recall that F I(i) denotes the family index of node i. We define the following three sets:
One can easily verify that the union of the first two sets, IJ [1] ∪ IJ [2] , can be mapped bijectively to the edge setĒ, and the third set IJ [3] can be mapped bijectively to the edge set E. The difference between sets IJ [1] , IJ [2] and IJ [3] andĒ andẼ is that the sets IJ [1] to IJ [3] focus on ordered pairs while the edges in E correspond to unordered vertex pairs (undirected edges).
The unordered edge setsĒ andẼ capture the main design ideas in a more intuitive way while the ordered sets IJ [1] to IJ [3] are easier to use during the actual counting process. For example, there are
pairs in IJ [1] , d|N 0 | pairs in IJ [2] , and |N −c | · |N 0 | pairs in IJ [3] . Thus, in total, there
distinct pairs in the overall index set IJ [1] ∪ IJ [2] ∪ IJ [3] . This implies that the total number of edges of graph G is also characterized by (9) .
Each edge of graph G corresponds to one coded packet that is stored in the DSN. More specifically, each edge (i, j) ∈Ē represents a packet P (i,j) that is stored in the two physical nodes i and j, i.e., both nodes i and j store an identical copy of the packet P (i,j) . On the other hand, each edge (i, j) ∈Ẽ represents a packetP (i,j) that is stored in only one of its two vertices, the corresponding vertex in N −c . One can verify by examining the IJ [1] to IJ [3] index sets defined previously that each physical node stores exactly α = d packets.
The outer code: We now describe how to generate the
packets depending on whether (i, j) ∈Ē or (i, j) ∈Ẽ) from the M original packets, where M is specified by (8) . Our goal is to design the |IJ [1] | + |IJ [2] | + |IJ [3] | coded packets satisfying the following two properties.
Property 1: For any i 0 ∈ N 0 , there are d different j indices satisfying (j, i 0 ) ∈ IJ [2] and they are those j ∈ N 1 ∪ N 2 ∪ · · · ∪ N c for all (j, i 0 ) ∈ IJ [2] . We require that any given coded packetP (i0,j) corresponding to some (i 0 , j) ∈ IJ [3] must be a linear combination of the d packets P (j0,i0) for all j 0 satisfying (j 0 , i 0 ) ∈ IJ [2] , i.e., those d packets stored in node i 0 .
We now describe the second required property. Recall that there are |N 0 | = n mod (n − d) nodes in the incomplete family and they have node indices c(n − d) + 1 to c(n − d) + |N 0 | where c is the family index of the last complete family. Consider any arbitrary but fixed subset of edges E sub ⊆Ē∪Ẽ and we will define (|N 0 | + 1) different values a 0 to a |N0| in the following way. Define a m , m = 1 to |N 0 |, as the number of edges e ∈ E sub satisfying that e is connected to the node (c(n − d) + m), the m-th vertex in N 0 . By definition, it is clear that |N0| m=1 a m = |E sub ∩ (IJ [2] ∪ IJ [3] )|, where we abuse the notation slightly by treating the orderedpair sets IJ [2] and IJ [3] as unordered edge sets. Define a 0 as the number of e ∈ E sub that are not connected to any of the vertices in N 0 , i.e., a 0 |E sub ∩ IJ [1] |. Define a.count
The above description specifies how to compute a value a.count from any given E sub .
The intuition of this a.count computation is as follows. In the traditional FR construction, each edge carries a distinct packet generated by an MDS code. Therefore the packets are as linearly independent as possible. The rank of the corresponding coding matrix is thus equal to the number of distinct edges. However, the construction of FFR has to satisfy Property 1. That is, the packets corresponding to those edges in IJ [3] must be a linear sum of the α = d packets stored in the node i 0 ∈ N 0 , see Property 1. Therefore, the packets are not as independent to the same degree as with the MDS-code-based construction. As a result, one uses the minimum between a m and d to take into account the linear dependency imposed by Property 1. The value of a.count then represents an upper bound on the rank of the coding matrix corresponding to the packets in edges E sub . The following Property 2 then imposes that the packets must be as linearly independent as possible, with the matrix rank meeting the upper bound a.count whenever possible.
Property 2: The |E| coded packets must satisfy that for any subset of edges E sub satisfying a.count ≥ M, the corresponding packets can be used to reconstruct the original file of size M packets, i.e., the corresponding coding matrix being of full rank.
In the following, we describe how to construct the outer code, i.e., how to design coded packets for the |E| edges that satisfy the above two properties. Specifically, we can use a two-phase approach to generate the packets. We first independently and uniformly randomly generate |Ē| = (n−|N0|)(d−|N0|) 2 + d|N 0 | linearly encoded packets from the M packets of the original file. These packets are fixed and arbitrarily assigned to the edges inĒ (one for each edge). After this first step, all physical nodes store exactly d packets except those nodes in N −c , each of which now stores exactly (d − |N 0 |) packets. Now, from each node in u ∈ N 0 , we generate independently and uniformly a random set of |N −c | linearly encoded packets from the d packets stored in u. We fix these newly generated packets and assign them to each of the |N −c | edges in {(u, w) ∈Ẽ : ∀w ∈ N −c }.
Specifically, these |N −c | packets will now be stored in node w ∈ N −c , one for each w. Repeat this construction for all u ∈ N 0 . After this second step, each edge inĒ ∪Ẽ has been assigned one distinct coded packet and each node in N = N 1 ∪ · · · N c ∪ N −c ∪ N 0 now stores exactly d packets. The Phase 1 construction is now complete.
After the initial random-construction phase, we enter the second phase, the verification phase. In this phase, we fix the packets and deterministically check whether they satisfy Property 2 (by our construction the coded packets always satisfy Property 1). The following lemma states that with high probability, the randomly generated packets in Phase 1 will satisfy Property 2.
Lemma 1: When GF(q) is large enough, with close-toone probability, the above random construction will satisfy Property 2.
Due to the space constraint, the proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [2] .
To illustrate the construction/notation of FFR codes, we return to Example 2 of Section IV. In that example, we have (n, k, d, α, β) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 1) and |E| = 12, |Ē| = 9, and |Ẽ| = 3, see Fig. 4 . The packets corresponding to the edges inĒ are P (1,5) = X 1 , P (1,6) = X 2 , P (1,7) = X 3 , P (2,5) = X 4 , P (2,6) = X 5 , P (2,7) = X 6 , P (3,5) = X 7 , P (3,6) = X 8 , and P (3,7) = X 9 . On the other hand, the packets corresponding to edges inẼ areP (5,4) = X 10 ,P (6,4) = X 11 , andP (7, 4) = X 12 . It is clear by (3) to (5) that the construction satisfies Property 1. The coefficients in (1) and (2) are chosen randomly while using computers to verify that Property 2 is satisfied for the final construction.
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE FFR CODES

A. The Repair Operations
In this section, we first argue that FFR codes can be exactly-repaired using FHS. First, consider the case that node i fails for some i ∈ N 1 ∪N 2 ∪· · ·∪N c ∪N 0 (those in N \N −c ). The d packets stored in node i thus need to be repaired. We then notice that the d packets in node i correspond to the d edges inĒ that are incident to node i. Therefore, each of those d packets to be repaired is stored in another node j and node i can thus be repaired-by-transfer. Note that by our construction, the neighbors of node i are indeed the helper set D i in FHS. Also see our discussion in Example 2 of Section IV for illustration.
We now consider the case in which node i in N −c fails. We again notice that (c−1)(n−d) of its d packets correspond to (solid) edges inĒ. Therefore, each of those (c − 1)(n − d) packets is also stored in another node and can again be repaired-by-transfer. To restore the remaining n mod (n − d) packets, by our construction, these packets correspond to the edges in {(w, i) ∈Ẽ : (w, i) ∈ IJ [3] }. By Property 1 of our outer code construction, for any w 0 ∈ N 0 ,P (w0,i) , of those in IJ [3] , is a linear combination of the d packets {P (j,w0) : (j, w 0 ) ∈ IJ [2] , j = 1, 2, · · · , d} stored in node w 0 . Thus, during repair, newcomer i can ask physical node w 0 to compute the packetP (w0,i) and send the final result for all w 0 ∈ N 0 . Therefore, newcomer i can exactly-repair all the remaining n mod (n − d) packets as well. Also see our discussion in Example 2 of Section IV for illustration.
B. The Reconstruction Operations
The following proposition shows that the FFR code with FHS can protect against any (n − k) simultaneous failures.
Proposition 3: Consider the FFR code with any given (n, k, d). For any arbitrary k nodes, one can use all the k · d packets stored in these k nodes (some of them may be identical copies of each other) to reconstruct the original file M packets with M described in (8) .
Proposition 3 is proven by showing that for any arbitrary k nodes, if we set E sub as the edges adjacent to these k nodes, then the corresponding a.count value will be no less than the right-hand side of (8) . Then, Property 2 of our construction directly implies the ability to reconstruct the original file. Due to the space constraint, the detailed proof is provided in [2] .
Proposition 3 shows that FFR achieves the MBR point predicted in Proposition 2. It turns out that FFR is indeed optimal in some scenarios.
Proposition 4: If d is even, n = d + 2, k = n/2 + 1, and α = dβ, then FFR is optimal. Namely, there is no code that can protect a file size strictly larger than the protected file size of FFR characterized by (7).
Proposition 5: If n mod (n − d) = 0, k = n − 1, and α = dβ, then FFR is again optimal, i.e., achieves the largest M.
Propositions 4 and 5 are direct corollaries of Proposition 3 and [3, Propositions 3 and 4]. The proof is thus omitted.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a new class of codes that we term flexible fractional repetition (FFR) codes. These codes possess several important properties: (i) they achieve the MBR point of FHS and close the loop of the graphbased necessary and sufficient condition of the benefits of helper selection derived in [3] ; (ii) the proposed FFR codes are exact-repair codes and for the most part admit the repairby-transfer property; and (iii) their construction utilizes a new code-construction technique that generalizes the existing FR codes for arbitrary DSN parameters. One future direction is to further generalize the proposed FFR codes for the multiple failures scenario in a way similar to the existing results in [6] , [9] .
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